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Beautiful: The Life of Hedy Lamarr
"How To Apply Makeup Like A Professional" is another in the series of books on
makeup from Lisa Patrick. Through her, readers have learned how to do basic
makeup to get to work and to run about and do errands or even to go out at night.
She takes thing a bit further in this book and highlights certain tips and tricks that
a person can use to have that professional look when they apply their makeup.
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Having the professional look involves a certain number of processes from the tools
that are used to the makeup that is selected and how it is applied. The main thing
to learn is that specific types of makeup will have a certain effect. It is therefore
important to select carefully. The brushes and sponges also have to be selected
carefully and all of this is expounded upon in the book. It serves as a great guide to
help women look even better.

Asian Faces
Sephora
ProMakeup Design Book follows on from the success of Lan Nguyen–Grealis's first
book, Art & Makeup, and invites the reader to use their artistic flair and get
hands–on with practical application. Hundreds of stunning photographs provide
how–to inspiration and advice for creating key looks for magazine editorials,
celebrities, fashion shows and advertising campaigns. Organized by technical
themes, dozens of different looks demonstrate how to use embellishments, glitter
and gloss, color and graphic lines to produce stunning results for the camera or
catwalk. ProMakeup Design Book includes 30 face–chart templates for testing out
and adapting your looks, and advice on application and professional presentation.
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Watch out for Lan's collaboration with the Revolution Pro makeup brand, released
alongside this book. The Revolution PRO x Lan Ultimate Artist's Palette, the
ultimate sleek and stylish full–face palette for any artist to rely on. A glossy black
case embellished with gold and filled with rich, long–lasting pigments to create an
all–purpose makeup playbook. With 3 bronze powders perfect for contouring, a
highlighter to illuminate the cheekbones and Cupid's bow along with 4 blush
shades in lilac, pink, coral and red, ideal for all skin tones.

Makeup Your Mind
Foreword by Sienna Miller. World-renowned beauty and make-up expert Wendy
Rowe knows skin inside out. In this refreshing beauty book, Wendy will teach you
how to keep your skin healthy and let your inner and outer beauty shine. Wendy
has devised over 70 easy and delicious recipes specifically designed to feed your
skin with the nutrients it needs to glow. Each of the recipes correlates to an
essential skin-feeding ingredient that will help target specific skin problems and
common complaints. From cucumbers, ‘the internal cleanser’, to limes, ‘the natural
astringent’ and carrots, ‘the immunity booster’, there are also breakdowns of the
vitamins and nutrients each of these familiar ingredients provide. And not only will
there be methods for feeding your skin, there will also be suggestions on how to
keep your skin pampered with recipes for homemade masks, scrubs, mists,
cleansers and toners, as well as an informative troubleshooting section for
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confidence-zapping skin problems. Wendy provides specific advice for foods to
embrace or avoid depending on your skin. Split into the four seasons, this stunning
book can be dipped in and out of, or followed like a seasonal plan, and will ensure
that you achieve beautiful, radiant skin all year round.

Making Faces
Scott Barnes defines beauty for the modern woman. He has created the hottest
looks for the top magazines around the world with over a hundred covers to his
credit, and has worked with the A-list celebrities from Jennifer Lopez to Gwyneth
Paltrow and Kate Hudson to Christina Aguilera. Here he shares all his secrets for
creating show-stopping looks that you can use everyday. Dispensing with strange
concoctions, rare ingredients or time-consuming rituals, Scott reveals practical
methods that free the beauty each of us has trapped inside. He works wonders
with a few strokes of the brush. You will be amazed at how easy it is to transform
your look in ways you’ve always dreamt of. Scott’s goal is a lofty one, inspire the
millions of women out there to be more beautiful and happier with their looks and
themselves. It’s not about trends, he believes, it’s all about discovering what’s
unique about you. Rather than covering it up, Scott shows you how to bring it out
in new wonderful ways so you can achieve the look and feel you want. About the
author Scott Barnes is a highly sought after celebrity makeup artist who designs
the latest looks of several of the leading ladies in film, music and TV. His makeup
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artistry has been published on the magazine covers of Glamour, Marie Claire,
Harper’s Baazar, InStyle and Vanity Fair. Scott lives in New York.

Makeup Artist Face Charts
This is the book that Bobbi Brown's fans have been waiting for: her 25-plus years of
makeup styling experience distilled into one complete, gorgeous book. Bobbi looks
at everything from skincare basics to every aspect of facial makeup--from how to
find the right color and type of foundation for any skin tone to how to apply every
detail of eye makeup (Brows, Eye Liner, Eye Shadow, and Eye Lashes) no matter
your eye color and shape. Of course there are never-before-seen tips on blush,
bronzer, lip liners, lipstick, etc. And Bobbi looks beyond the face with informative
chapters on "Hands and Feet" and "Body Skin Care." Each chapter has thorough
step-by-step basic directions for makeup application and easy-to-follow
photographs and line drawings, along with Bobbi's expert, yet assuring, advice.
Plus, there's a groundbreaking section of the book that will be of special interest to
women who've wanted to know how makeup stylists do what they do: the top
beauty secrets only these artists know, essential equipment to keep on hand, how
to break into the business, and how to work with photographers and celebrities.
Breathtaking photos of the finished faces-from everyday looks to exotic runway
style-along with advice on putting it all together for every woman, make this a
book like no other. BOBBI BROWN'S MAKEUP MANUAL will be the only book any
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woman will need to look absolutely fabulous.

Miles of MAC
Color Theory for the Make-up Artist: Understanding Color and Light for Beauty and
Special Effects analyzes and explains traditional color theory for fine artists and
applies it to the make-up artist. This book is suitable for both professionals and
beginners who wish to train their eye further to understand and recognize
distinctions in color. It explains why we see color, how to categorize and identify
color, relationships between colors, and it relates these concepts to beauty and
special effects make-up. The book teaches the reader how to mix flesh tones by
using only primary colors, and explains how these colors in paints and make-up are
sourced and created. It also discusses the reason for variations in skin colors and
undertones, and how to identify and match these using make-up, while choosing
flattering colors for the eyes, lips, and cheeks. Colors found inside the body are
explained for special effects make-up, like why we bruise, bleed, or appear sick.
Ideas and techniques are also described for painting prosthetics, in addition to
using color as inspiration in make-up designs. The book also discusses how lighting
affects color on film, television, theater, and photography sets, and how to properly
light a workspace for successful applications.
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The Blue Zones Solution
Offers step-by-step directions on how to achieve a wide range of effects, for both
everyday and special occasions, through the use of makeup.

Francois Nars
Rae Morris has been described as one of the world's most creative artists, but her
work is not hanging in museums, it's seen on the faces and bodies of some of the
best-known international models and actors. In Makeup: The ultimate guide, Rae
brings the world of fashion makeup to you. With her simple step-by-steps she
makes even the most sophisticated and creative makeup easy to achieve. She also
reveals all the tricks, techniques and trade secrets that have seen her awarded
Australian Makeup Artist of the Year four times over. Discover: * All the essential
makeup tools you'll need * How to find the right product at the right price * Which
eye shadow colours work best for you, and which ones will make your eye colour
'pop' * How to achieve the perfect eyebrows * All about false eyelashes *
Contouring and highlighting your face * Ten-minute makeovers for days, evenings
and the morning after and much more. This gorgeous, glamorous guide will inspire
you to create looks you have admired but never dreamed possible!
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Makeup
Celebrity make-up artist Gary Cockerill is best known for his glamorous, sultry
make-up style. Much in demand for his ability to make women look and feel
fabulous, he regularly travels the world to get clients ready for red-carpet events,
photoshoots and television appearances. In Simply Glamorous, Gary proves that
with a little knowledge and practice, everyone can use make-up to enhance or
disguise so they feel confident in their appearance. He begins by demonstrating
what he loves most about make-up: its ability to transform. By applying four
different looks to one face, he shows how the same ‘blank canvas’ can be natural,
sophisticated, glamorous or dramatic. He then presents 15 breathtaking
makeovers on women of all ages, explaining step by step how to re-create the
looks. Divided into ‘Face’, ‘Eyes’ and ‘Lips’, the transformations range from nude
and natural – ‘Barely There’, ‘Sun-kissed Goddess’ and ‘Girl Next Door’ – to high
octane glamour – ‘Showgirl’, ‘Bombshell’ and ‘Glamour Puss’. They illustrate every
aspect of make-up, from contouring, to false eyelashes, to wearing colour, and
include the iconic looks that Gary is always asked to create – the smoky eye, the
fifties flick and the red lip. ‘Tutorials’ address key topics in greater detail, such as
skincare, foundation, contouring and application techniques for eyes and lips. As a
self-taught make-up artist, Gary works instinctively with amazing results. His
approach is creative and painterly, and his teaching style is friendly and down-toearth as he shows how glamorous make-up can be accessible to everyone. He may
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not always do things the conventional way, but his techniques are the result of
more than 25 years spent working with women and men of all ages, ethnicities and
styles. He knows what works and what looks good, and encourages everyone to
have fun and experiment with make-up to make themselves look and feel beautiful
and glamorous.

Eat Beautiful
Learn first-rate techniques and tips from some of the best makeup artists in the
business in the new edition of The Makeup Artist Handbook. Renown makeup pros
Gretchen Davis and Mindy Hall bring an impressive set of experience in all areas to
the book, including work on Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Steve Jobs, The Wolf of
Wall Street, Blue Jasmine, Star Trek, Pearl Harbor, HBO’s Looking and many other
films and TV shows. This full-color, comprehensive new edition offers brand new
photographs and on-the-job examples to demonstrate makeup techniques and
fundamentals on topics such as beauty, time periods, black and white photography
and up-to-date information on cutting-edge techniques like computer-generated
characters, makeup effects, mold-making, air brushing, and plenty of information
on how to work effectively on set.

Kevyn Aucoin a Beautiful Life
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Interviews with fashion designer Todd Oldham are mixed with comments by friends
and colleagues and photographs of his designs, which are "inspired by extremes of
every strain of outsider culture."--Page 14.

Be Your Own Makeup Artist
An invitation into the beautiful and inspiring world of François Nars--makeup artist,
photographer, and iconoclast--through an exclusive look at his editorial
contributions for leading fashion magazines, personal photography projects, and
the groundbreaking vision behind NARS Cosmetics. François Nars, the influential
French makeup artist and founder of the luxe makeup brand NARS Cosmetics, has
continually created new standards of beauty through his bold artistry and unique
aesthetic vision for over thirty years. After moving to New York from Paris in 1984,
Nars was destined to join the ranks of the most esteemed image makers in the
world. He did just that by lending his cutting-edge makeup techniques to highfashion runway shows, as well as photographing editorial stories for top fashion
magazines. Early on in his career, Nars worked with legendary photographers,
designers, stylists, and editors, but in 1994, he followed his passion and desire to
share his boldly glamorous, rule-breaking aesthetic with the launch of NARS
Cosmetics. Curated by Nars himself, François Nars presents a prismatic
assemblage of over 500 photographs celebrating his vision, inspirations, and
creative process. This luxurious volume provides unique access into the
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imaginative life of Nars through intimate reflections by his close friends and
collaborators, such as Naomi Campbell, Steven Klein, Odile Gilbert, Charlotte
Rampling, Marc Jacobs, and Tilda Swinton; his personal photography projects; and
striking advertising campaigns for NARS Cosmetics shot by Nars himself. From the
palette to the product name to the campaign image itself, Nars continues to
reinvent the definition of modern beauty through a revolutionary approach to
makeup.

The Symbolic Quest
A professional makeup artist offers an innovative beauty guide designed to meet
the special needs of Asian women, bringing together techniques, tools, and styles
to enhance the skin tones and facial features of Asian women of all ages. Original.

The Make-up Manual
You DESERVE to know how to wear makeup. Period. This 60+ page manual
contains everything you need to know to become your own makeup artist.That
doesn't mean you have to wear makeup everyday. You don't even have to wear a
lot of makeup when you choose to. However, knowing how to wear makeup for
those special occasions of your life is such an important skillset. Profit-driven
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beauty brands, influencers, YouTube celebrities, and, well, you get the idea have
stepped in and taken over -- not anymore!

Designing Your Face
Face to Face, the follow-up to Scott Barnes’s bestselling beauty primer, About
Face, is the everyday style guide for every woman. Scott helps change up the
usual go-to makeup routine with techniques for getting the perfect look during
every transition of the day. What’s a sleek, work appropriate face for the
boardroom and client meetings? How do you take your work face up one notch for
a dinner out? And what does it take to wow the all-night crowd and create your
own red carpet glam? Scott shows readers with a variety of looks for all types and
complexions. Step-by-step instructions make application simple and photos show
before and after shots of just what is possible with some makeup magic brought to
you by the relied-on makeup artist of Kim Kardashian, Jennifer Lopez, and more.

Color Theory for the Makeup Artist
The Ultimate Guide to Assisting Makeup Artists and Hairstylists in Beauty Fashion &
Print. Its time to learn what assisting is all about in Beauty & Fashion from the
prospective of one time assistant and now Key Makeup Artists/Beauty Director
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DeShawn Hatcher. Learn everything you need to know to land the covered position
of assistant. Come on! Don't you want to get on set. Read Assisting Rules!

Make Up
The Surprising Story of Hedy Lamarr, "The Most Beautiful Girl in the World" As a
teenage actress in 1920s Austria, performing on the stage and in film in light
comedies and musicals, Hedy Kiesler, with her exotic beauty, was heralded across
Europe by her mentor, Max Reinhardt. However, it was her nude scene, and
surprising dramatic ability, in Ecstasy that made her a star. Ecstasy's notoriety
followed her for the rest of her life. She married one of Austria's most successful
and wealthy munitions barons, giving up her career for what seemed at first a fairytale existence. Instead, as war clouds loomed in the mid-1930s, Hedy discovered
that she was trapped in a loveless marriage to a controlling, ruthless man who
befriended Mussolini, sold armaments to Hitler, yet hid his own Jewish heritage to
become an "honorary Aryan." She fled her husband and escaped to Hollywood,
where M-G-M changed her name to Hedy Lamarr and she became one of film's
most glamorous stars. She worked with such renowned directors as King Vidor,
Victor Fleming, and Cecil B. DeMille, and appeared opposite such respected actors
as Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy, John Garfield, and James Stewart. But as her career
waned, her personal problems and legal wranglings cast lingering shadows over
her former image. It wasn't until decades later that the world was stunned to learn
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of her unexpected role as the inventor of a technology that has become an
essential part of everything from military weaponry to cell phones—proof that
Hedy Lamarr was far more than merely Delilah to Victor Mature's Samson. She
demonstrated a creativity and an intelligence she had always possessed. Stephen
Michael Shearer's in-depth and meticulously researched biography, written with
the cooperation of Hedy's children, intimate friends, and colleagues, separates the
truths from the rumors, the facts from the fables, about Hedy Lamarr, to reveal the
life and character of one of classic Hollywood's most beautiful and remarkable
women.

Face with a Heart
Shares seven important secrets of age-proofing from the inside out, offering a
holistic approach to staying young that explains how to use nutritional
supplements to rebuild the body at a cellular level.

Face Forward
Original publication and copyright date: 2010.

Beauty
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Meet Merry Gentry, paranormal P.I., and enter a
thrilling, sensual world as dangerous as it is beautiful, full of earthly pleasures and
dazzling magic, and ruled by the all-consuming passions of immortal beings once
worshipped as gods . . . or demons. Merry Gentry, princess of the high court of
Faerie, is posing as a human in Los Angeles, working as a private investigator
specializing in supernatural crime. But now the queen’s assassin has been
dispatched to fetch her—whether she likes it or not. Suddenly Merry finds herself a
pawn in her dreaded aunt’s plans. The job that awaits her: enjoy the constant
company of the most beautiful immortal men in the world. The reward: the
crown—and the opportunity to continue to live. The penalty for failure: death.
BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Laurell K. Hamilton’s A Shiver of
Light. Praise for Laurell K. Hamilton and A Kiss of Shadows “One of the most
inventive and exciting writers in the paranormal field.”—Charlaine Harris “Sexy . . .
Merry’s adventures are engaging and keep the reader turning the pages.”—St.
Louis Post-Dispatch “Stunning . . . steamy . . . an exciting and original world.”—San
Jose Mercury News “I’ve never read a writer with a more fertile
imagination.”—Diana Gabaldon

Bobbi Brown Makeup Manual
America's preeminent makeup artist shares his secrets, explaining not only the
basics of makeup application and technique but also how to use the fundamentals
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to create a wide range of different looks. 200 color photos & sketches.

Face to Face
From best-selling author and famed makeup artist Bobbi Brown comes this
definitive beauty book empowering teens and twenty-somethings with ageappropriate makeup tips, style secrets, and self-esteem boosters. Emphasizing
natural beauty, Bobbi advises on the best products and tools for keeping skin of
every type flawless, and shares step-by-step techniques for getting the prettiest
hair, eyes, lips, and nails. Stunning makeovers inspire looks for school, parties,
interviews, and beyond. With hundreds of photographs of real girls, shots of
celebrity role models, and Bobbi's best tricks from her remarkable career in the
cosmetics industry, Beauty Rules is the new go-to guide for all girls.

Be Your Own Makeup Artist
This detailed guide to beauty tools and cosmetics provides step-by-step
instructions for cleansing the face and applying makeup, offers tips on techniques
such as contouring and highlighting, and includes a chapter on ethnic makeup

Todd Oldham
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A comprehensive make-up manual that details all aspects of make-up application,
solutions to common problems, as well as tips and tricks for perfecting your look
every time.

How To Apply Makeup Like A Professional
Master your makeup application Do it in a timely fashion Feel authentically
beautiful every day. Face with a Heart is a breakthrough method of makeup
application that works for all face types and lifestyles. It teaches both the theory
and the practice of mastering true, authentic beauty makeup. Equally appropriate
for individuals and students of makeup alike, Face with a Heart redefines and
demystifies how to achieve authentic beauty makeup and allow your true inner
light to shine through every day.

Face Paint
Ever wonder what it's like to have your own personal team of beauty experts,
advising you on how to look and feel knockout-gorgeous every day? Or have you
ever questioned what exactly goes on inside the creative minds of beauty industry
heavy-hitters? Step into the pages of Sephora, where the top beauty authorities
give you access to their private domains. Spend the day with Vincent Longo
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backstage at fashion week, create red carpet—worthy hair with celebrity hair
stylist Oscar Blandi, master the smoky eye with Hollywood's hottest makeup
artists, and take a tour of Dr. Nicholas Perricone's kitchen with his refrigerator full
of skin-perfecting foods. In Sephora: The Ultimate Guide to Makeup, Skin, and Hair
from the Beauty Authority, fashion and beauty journalist and former Sephora
beauty editor Melissa Schweiger personally introduces the people behind some of
your favorite brands and fills this gorgeous book with the beauty secrets usually
reserved for insiders. Each photo-packed page brims with words of wisdom and
expert advice from the creators of and authorities on more than two hundred
classic and emerging beauty brands sold at Sephora, including LORAC, Smashbox,
Too Faced, Dr. Perricone, Frédéric Fekkai, and many, many more. Each chapter is
designed to mimic a Sephora store's "try everything" vibe while revealing the
finest beauty tips and tricks for getting creative with cosmetics. From an A-to-Z
glossary of terms and ingredients and a shopping guide to the best products, to
detailed explanations of how to properly use cosmetic tools, Sephora is the
complete beauty package that no woman will want to be without.

Fine Beauty
Bestselling author Dan Buettner reveals how to transform your health using smart
nutrition, lifestyle, and fitness habits gleaned from longevity research on the diets,
eating habits, and lifestyle practices of the communities he's identified as "Blue
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Zones"—those places with the world's longest-lived, and thus healthiest, people,
including locations such as Okinawa, Japan; Sardinia, Italy; Costa Rica's Nicoya
Peninsula; Ikaria, Greece; and Loma Linda, California. With the audacious belief
that the lifestyles of the world's Blue Zones could be adapted and replicated in
towns across North America, Buettner launched the largest preventive health care
project in the United States, The Blue Zones City Makeovers, which has impacted
the health of millions of Americans since 2009. In The Blue Zones Solution, readers
can be inspired by the specific stories of the people, foods, and routines of our
healthy elders; understand the role community, family, and naturally healthy
habits can play in improving our diet and health; and learn the exact
foods—including the 50 superfoods of longevity and dozens of recipes adapted for
Western tastes and markets—that offer delicious ways to eat your way to optimum
health. Throughout the book are lifestyle recommendations, checklists, and stories
to help you create your own personal Blue Zones solution. Readers will learn and
apply the 80/20 rule, the plant slant diet, social aspects of eating that lead to
weight loss and great health naturally, cultivating your "tribe" of friends and
family, and your greater purpose as part of your daily routine. Filled with moving
personal stories, delicious recipes, checklists, and useful tips that will transform
any home into a miniature blue zone, The Blue Zones Solution is the ultimate
blueprint for a healthy, happy life.

The Art of Makeup
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Makeup, as we know it, has only been commercially available in the last 100 years,
but applying decoration to the face and body may be one of the oldest global
social practices. In Face Paint, Lisa Eldridge reveals the entire history of the art
form, from Egyptian and Classical times up through the Victorian age and golden
era of Hollywood, and also surveys the cutting-edge makeup science of today and
tomorrow. Face Paint explores the practical and idiosyncratic reasons behind
makeup’s use, the actual materials employed over generations, and the glamorous
icons that people emulate, it is also a social history of women and the ways in
which we can understand their lives through the prism and impact of makeup.

Dr. Perricone's 7 Secrets to Beauty, Health, and Longevity
This book explores the use and development of man's symbolizing capacities-those
qualities that make him distinctly human. Dr. Whitmont describes the symbolic
approach to a dream, which takes into account a symptom's meaning in reference
to an unfolding wholeness of personality. He then presents the view that the
instinctual urge for meaning is served by the symbolizing capacities, and that this
urge has been repressed in our time. In the field of psychology, this symbolic
approach is most fully exemplified by the theories of C. G. Jung. The author's
contribution includes many differentiations and speculations, especially concerning
the problems of relatedness.
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PROMakeup Design Book
About Face
M•A•C Cosmetics, a pioneer in professional makeup, presents one hundred looks
that epitomize the span of their thirty years as the leaders in high-fashion makeup.
Since its founding in 1984 by the Canadians Frank Toskan and Frank Angelo,
M•A•C Cosmetics has revolutionized the role of makeup and become a leader of
avant-garde and edgy looks both on and off the runway. Their motto—all ages, all
races, all sexes—and unique advertising campaigns featuring RuPaul, Catherine
Deneuve, Lady Gaga, and even Hello Kitty have helped to inspire experimentation
and fearlessness with makeup in the modern woman (and man, too). Blending
fashion, beauty, and culture with an unapologetic approach to individuality and selfexpression, M•A•C has reached an unprecedented level of worldwide appeal and
accessibility. As the ultimate color authority with an unrivaled spectrum of shades,
M•A•C allows for full creative expression through makeup without judgement. With
striking images of some of the best and most inspiring M•A•C looks to date, this
stunning book celebrates M•A•C with over 200 color photographs and gives
readers the opportunity to delve into the colorful and surreal world that makes
M•A•C one of the most highly sought-after cosmetics brands in the world.
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Bobbi Brown Beauty Rules
The book is divided into chapters by age: Teens and 20s, 30s and 40s, 50s+.
Accompanying each pair of images is a transparent overlay. On this template, Nars
has jotted what makeup he used where on the face and the techniques used to
achieve the look.

The Wonder of the Brain
Makeup artist Kevyn Aucoin shares step-by-step makeup techniques, and briefly
desribes the techniques he has used for thirty-five famous women, including
Christie Brinkley, Audrey Hepburn, Whitney Houston, Demi Moore, Paloma Picasso,
Roseanne, and Diana Ross. Also includes a brief biography of Aucoin and short
essays about him by Polly Mellen, Cindy Crawford, Donna Karan, and Liza Minnelli.

The Makeup Artist Handbook
The premier makeup artist to such top black models, singers, and actresses as
Tyra Banks, Naomi Campbell, and Patti LaBelle shares his beauty secrets and
outlines the fundamentals of makeup in a lavishly illustrated guide for black
women. 50,000 first printing. Tour.
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Assisting Rules!
Economics: European Edition is the ideal text for introductory economics, bringing
together an international scope of real world examples and economic theory. The
text is supported by a number of features to enhance student understanding as
well as supplements to consolidate the learning process.

Economics: European Edition
Offers step-by-step directions, professional techniques and advice, insider tips,
makeovers, and brand and product comparisons in a handbook that emphasizes a
simple, healthy, and natural approach to beauty care.

About Face
Unleash your inner makeup diva with your own face charts just like the ones real
makeup professionals use! Have fun designing fabulous looks with color pencils,
markers, crayons, even real makeup!Makeup Artist Face Charts includes 50 blank
face charts along with a note section to keep track of products/colors used. Charts
come with and without brows so you have the option of adding your own!Includes
tips & tricks to help you create custom looks: What makeup and brushes work best
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How to add any shade of skintone Pro highlight & contour techniques How to draw
eyelashes and brows How to create a makeup portfolio And much more!As an
added BONUS you get 3 male face charts and 18 eye charts to practice makeup,
lashes and brows!

A Kiss of Shadows
The late A-list celebrity makeup artist recounts his painful childhood, early career
with Vogue magazine, and behind-the-scenes perspectives on the fashion industry,
offering tips on how he created some of his most popular looks. Reprint. 50,000
first printing.

Simply Glamorous
Michelle Phan has believed in makeup since the first time she was allowed to try
eyeliner. When she looked in the mirror and saw a transformed version of herself
looking back, she fell in love with the sense of confidence that makeup could give
her. Ever since she posted her first makeup tutorial on YouTube, she has dedicated
herself to inspire millions by using makeup as a tool for transformation and self
expression. Now, Michelle has compiled all of her best wisdom into Make Up: Your
Life Guide to Beauty, Style, and Success—Online and Off. From creating a
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gorgeous smoky eye to understanding contouring to developing an online persona,
Michelle has advice to help you transform every facet of your life. Make Up is
packed with Michelle’s trademark beauty and style tutorials, stories and pictures
from her own life, and advice on the topics she is asked about most, including
etiquette, career, entrepreneurship, and creativity. From the everyday (such as
how to get glowing skin) to the big picture (such as how to turn your passion into a
profession), Make Up is a practical and empowering resource to help anyone put
their best face forward.
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